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Summary
In healthcare, the transformation to digital business is in its very earliest stages. However, it is already clear that old assumptions and
industry practices for managing data will not survive. Healthcare CIOs must recognize the significance of the implications to data
management.


Overview
Key Findings


The way that data is used to create value in healthcare today is significantly different than it will be in the era of digital business in
healthcare.


The requirements of digital business in healthcare will require business and IT leaders to challenge the "old rules" used to manage data
— that is, the regulations, established industry practices and subtle assumptions made, based on longstanding habits within an
enterprise.


Healthcare is in the first stages of digital transformation, but a line of site is already clarifying for the "new rules" for the management of
data and the technical competencies required to adopt those rules.


Recommendations


Develop a set of cross-industry "business moments" as a means of envisioning the future of digital business in healthcare and the role
your enterprise can play in delivering cross-industry experiences. Use these business moments to communicate the extent of difference
in how data is managed.


Challenge the validity and longevity of old rules that either explicitly or covertly limit your ability to participate in these business
moments.


Immediately, begin building new technical competencies in areas that are clearly required by the new rules for data in healthcare,
including cloud computing, application programming interface (API) management, logical data warehousing, real-time analytics and
smart machines.


Analysis
The Rules for Managing Data Must Change in the Transformation to Digital Healthcare
Healthcare business and technology leaders understand that there are "rules" for how we manage data in healthcare — some of them are
regulations, some are established industry practices, and many others are subtle assumptions made based on longstanding habits within an
enterprise. These rules establish the guardrails for today's technology decisions, but also effectively limit the scope of what is considered
possible for an organization in the transformation to digital business. Gartner research shows that digital transformation of a healthcare
enterprise cannot proceed without a corresponding change in the assumptions made about data management — or new rules.


Data Will Deliver Value Differently in Digital Healthcare
Today, healthcare enterprises take in data from internal operational systems and a relatively small number of external sources. The data is
staged, cleansed and mapped to a series of data stores and analytic environments. Analysts use business intelligence (BI) and analytic tools
to uncover insights from the data, and those insights are deployed in studies, reports and predictive models to improve the strategic and
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operational decisions of the enterprise. Ultimately, the influence of analytic insight on enterprise decisions should result in improved
health (largely the focus provider and life science subsectors), better managed medical costs (medical insurers and pharmacy benefit
managers) and an improved consumer experience — until relatively recently, a lower priority outcome across all sectors (see Figure 1).


Figure 1. Using Data to Create Value in Predigital Healthcare


Source: Gartner (November 2015)


Figure 1 is a visual representation of how data is used in healthcare today to deliver value. Note these three things suggested by the graphic:


1. The healthcare enterprise is the point of data aggregation — Data from a small variety of sources, most within the healthcare
industry, is aggregated within an enterprise prior to value delivery.


2. The healthcare enterprise is the unit of value distribution — Analytic insight is deployed into people, processes and platforms
that are a part of the enterprise.


3. The population is the level of value assessment — Measures of enterprise performance are aggregated.


Now consider digital business in healthcare. Gartner defines digital business as "the creation of new business designs reached by blurring
the digital and physical worlds." Gartner provides examples of digital business in business moments that demonstrate how transient
opportunities in a consumer's experience can be exploited dynamically using the people, business and things of the digital economy (as just
one example, see "Business Moment: Wearable Technology Predicts and Prevents a Diabetic Crisis"
(http://www.gartner.com/document/code/263935?ref=grbody&refval=3172024) ). In healthcare, the new interplay of people, businesses
and things in a consumer's experience of health and wellness will demand a new conception of information management (see Figure 2).


Figure 2. How Data Will Create Value Through Digital Business Moments
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Source: Gartner (November 2015)


So what is different in the new conception of information management in digital healthcare? First, the consumer's experience — not the
healthcare enterprise — is at the center. Healthcare enterprises will remain the prominent data sources, but they are in the periphery of the
consumer experience. Second, in digital business, healthcare enterprises are joined by all the businesses — many of them outside of the
healthcare industry — with whom the consumer engages. These businesses will coordinate data with the people and things of the
consumer's experience to enable a series of cross-industry, transient value experiences (see "Industries Will Become Fluid in the Era of
Digital Business" (http://www.gartner.com/document/code/271012?ref=grbody&refval=3172024) ). And third, while population-level
analytics will remain important measures of healthcare enterprise success (such as cost, utilization and satisfaction), these value
experiences must also be aggregated at the consumer level to target new customers, optimize product and service offerings, and drive
frontline operations (enterprise next-best action).


As healthcare enterprises come to understand the full scope of the shift in information management practices that digital business
demands, it will become clear that many of the "rules" for how we manage data will need to change. No doubt some of this change must
eventually occur at the regulatory level. But, change is more likely to be driven from the bottom up than from the top down. That is to say,
industry players will work within current regulations, but transform the assumptions and practices they have historically employed in
handling data, demonstrating value to consumers and mounting pressure for regulatory change where it is needed.


Starting the Conversation About the New Rules
But what old rules need to change, and what are the new ones? To initiate a dialogue on this question for a session at Gartner's 2015 IT
Symposium, the Gartner Healthcare team initiated a research effort to collect ideas for "'New Rules' for Data in the Era of Digital
Healthcare." (http://www.gartnereventsondemand.com/session-video/sym25/id4k) Requests were sent internally to analysts across the
industries and technologies Gartner covers. Requests for submissions were also sent to select industry thought leaders. Over 60
submissions were received, the names of the submitters were blinded, and each one was reviewed by Gartner Healthcare. The seven "rules"
chosen for presentation are shown below.


Rule No. 1: Healthcare Data Has No Material Center in an Application, an Enterprise, an Industry or an Economy
(Gartner)
Over the years, many ideas for the consolidation of healthcare data (largely clinical and claims data) have risen and fallen, including the
personal healthcare record, a national health information exchange, consumer portals to enterprise systems or various solutions conceived
in consumer technology. In aggregate, these efforts have failed to meet the scope of their ambitions.


Digital business makes it even less likely that all healthcare-relevant data will be centrally located (materialized), managed and accessed. As
the Internet of Things (IoT) expands, and its uses in healthcare clarify, (for example in analyzing the social, behavioral and environmental
determinants of health), the data "relevant" to healthcare will also expand beyond claims and clinical data, and even beyond the healthcare
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industry. This makes the material aggregation of "relevant" data, which was the first task of many enterprise data warehouse efforts
currently deployed, untenable. Rather, in many use cases (again, business moments), data will be aggregated from only the relevant
sources, at the time when it is needed and in the application that is best positioned to enable the value experience.


Rule No. 2: In Healthcare, People Are (Among Other Things) Users (Gartner)
We use a lot of names for people as they navigate the experiences of health and wellness: consumer, patient, member, subject and citizen,
to name just a few. In digital healthcare, we must add "user" to this list. Invoking the label of user, and all that it connotes in consumer
technology, accomplishes four things:


Acknowledges that an ever-increasing number of interactions between individuals and the healthcare system will take place over digital
channels


Elevates the importance of experience (as in "user experience" or UX), convenience ("there's an app for that") and simplicity (remove
buttons)


Demands that enterprises do the work it takes to adopt the perspective of its users


Invites enterprise level "obsession" on users (for example, Google's No. 1 item on its famous "10 things we know to be true" is "Focus on
the user and all else will follow.")


Rule No. 3: Healthcare Security Is a Game of Offense (Cheri Kane, PwC Health Services)
A glance at the headlines shows a seemingly endless series of security failures directly or indirectly impacting healthcare payers and
providers and the individuals they serve. The result is that healthcare consumers are deeply — and rightly — concerned about the privacy of
their sensitive personal data. Gartner believes that security issues, and concern about them, will only increase, because the digital world
presents so many new opportunities for both malicious actors and inadvertent security breaches. The old model of healthcare security, in
which the security organization was typically asked to put protections in place after business process and business requirements had been
made, is no longer adequate. There is an urgent need to make data security far more proactive, more integral to the decision-making
processes of the business, more prominent in issues of data governance and more agile.


Rule No. 4: Pricing Data Is Public Data (Marcee Chmait, SpendWell)
Digital business, in healthcare as in most other industries, will clear a path toward complete transparency of pricing information. There will
be many exceptions, obstacles and misdirections in the short and medium terms, but the ultimate result will be that healthcare providers
and payers will communicate simply, publicly and accessibly what they are selling and at what price.


Rule No. 5: Patient Data Is Patient Property (Gartner)
Patient data has tremendous value — first, to the patients themselves, since it is highly personal and insightful in managing health and
wellness, and second, to all manner of entities and actors who see opportunities to benefit from patient data. However, patient data is
rarely granted the protection, access, ownership or remuneration protections that other forms of valuable personal property would have.
One highly publicized, extreme example is that of Henrietta Lacks, (#dv_1_r_skloot) an African-American woman whose stems cells were
taken from her in the 1950s, without her consent, and used for decades in extensive and valuable medical research. In the new digital
world, patient data will, increasingly, clearly be recognized as belonging to the patient. This will present new challenges, some of them
paradoxical, for healthcare CIOs. The more healthcare enterprises work to honor patients' desire for data control and ownership and gain
their consent for new use cases, new forms of information sharing and new data types, the more those same patients' ability to understand
and make decisions will be overwhelmed.


Rule No. 6: There's Gold in Them Thar Data, but It Ain't Where the Light's Brightest (Mandi Bishop, Dell)
This particularly colorful rule reflects the reality that in digital healthcare, the analytic "lift" is likely to come from sources other than the
clinical and administrative sources that are the current focus. It has become ever clearer that social, environmental and behavioral
determinants of health have a stronger influence on long-term health outcomes than what takes place in healthcare delivery. That means
that data collected from experience outside the healthcare system (from the IoT, for example) will be at least as important in assessing risk,
optimizing interventions and driving business performance.


Rule No. 7: Corpus Is King (IBM — Watson)
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In his 1996 article "Content Is King,"
(http://web.archive.org/web/20010126005200/http:/www.microsoft.com/billgates/columns/1996essay/essay960103.asp) Bill Gates
famously predicted that the "real money" to be made on the Internet will be in delivering content. In the era of digital business in
healthcare, where smart machines will assist and automate routine work and decision making, the ability to convert proprietary enterprise
"content" (care plans, protocols, policies and strategies) to "corpus" (the set of information used to train and improve a smart machine) will
emerge as a key competitive differentiator.


Establishing New Rules During Digital Transformation
Healthcare CIOs and IT leaders must lead the digital transformation of healthcare and, therefore, must lead the transformation of the rules
for how we manage healthcare data. The process will not be simple or quick, and it will require an evolving skill set. In 2015, Gartner's CIO
research group undertook a cross-industry, global analysis of the process of digital transformation to answer the question: "What steps can
CIOs take to ensure that the enterprise realizes its digital business aspirations?" (see "Digital Business Transformation: Turning the Digital
Dream Into Reality" (http://www.gartner.com/document/code/292285?ref=grbody&refval=3172024) ). Figure 3 shows, at a high level,
what research revealed to be the reliable progression of steps in digital transformation.


Figure 3. Digital Transformation in Healthcare Will Include a Process for Transforming the Rules for Healthcare Data


Source: Gartner (November 2015)


Each stage of transforming the rules will require different skills from healthcare CIOs and IT leaders:


Recognize initial ad hoc activities — Old rules are questioned (sometimes mocked), paradoxes are identified and options for "new
rules" are developed for experimentation. (The majority of healthcare organizations are at this stage today.)


Drive digital business principles — New rules are structured and rationalized, in anticipation of trade-offs made in the transition
from old to new rules.


Design a digital business blueprint — Specific enterprise policies are established that will institutionalize the new rules.


Deliver a digital business execution plan — Governance practices are established and enforced, including incentives for
compliance and consequences for noncompliance.


What the "New Rules" Tell Us About Technology Investment Today
While the digital transformation of healthcare (as well as the emergence of the new rules for data that will accompany it) is in its first
stages, leading organizations are already making initial investments in the skill sets, capabilities and business process changes that will be
needed. Priorities vary from one organization to another, but some examples that can be derived from the new rules presented above, and
validated in actual practice today, include cloud computing, application programming interface (API) management, logical data
warehousing, real-time analytics and smart machines.
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